Objective Develops Bespoke Stock Management Package for
Tecserv
The Essex-based development company has installed a custom-designed database
for a leading UK photocopier handling specialist.
April 13, 2015 (FPRC) -TecServ approached Objective keen to invest in a new system that better collated information on its
warehouse itineraries. Staff were relying on a series of Excel spreadsheets and add-ins to record
stock movement, but upper management were recognising the need for a more systemised solution.

According to Deputy Managing Director Dean Chisholm, off-the-shelf packages were failing to meet
TecServ’s criteria, so he enlisted the help of Objective’s experienced database development team to
create a bespoke system that not only offered specific functionality, but was also much more
cost-effective.
Using the latest Microsoft ASP.NET and SQL Server Express technologies, the development team
at Objective set about developing a brand new warehouse management system that enables stock
to be instantly booked in and out, with each item being tracked by a serial number and exact
warehouse location. TecServ is now benefitting from:
•Increased management visibility thanks to instantaneous access to stock levels and status
•Faster reporting, which saves time and improves collaboration
•The ability to create user defined reports that are based on set parameters, such as storage dates,
serial numbers and customer names
•Access to comprehensive billing reports to speed up the invoicing process
The solution has transformed TecServ’s internal processes and Dean is now in a better position to
facilitate his company’s expansion programme into the Midlands in 2015, a move he believes would
not have been possible without the support of this new system.
“Objective IT took the time to understand our business, and it was their thorough approach and
excellent attention to detail which led to the installation of a bespoke system that’s perfectly suited to
Tecserv’s requirements,” he says.
For more information on the bespoke database development services offered by the team at
Objective, please visit the company’s website.
For more information on TecServ, please click here.
Objective IT is an established software development company based near Chelmsford, Essex with a
national reach. Objective has remained a Microsoft Partner since 1992 and develops bespoke web
software, databases and native apps for mobiles and tablets. The team is an official Telerik Sitefinity
Partner and recently achieved Microsoft Gold Partnership in Application Integration.
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